SYSTRAN 7
Business Translator

Create and understand accurate translations of documents, emails, Web pages, texts, and collaborate more efficiently!

Designed to meet the needs of today’s small and midsized businesses, SYSTRAN 7 Business Translator adapts translation to your domain or business objective by automatically learning from your texts and documents. Create dependable translations of company correspondence, procedures, product information, and other documentation in popular file formats. Save and repurpose previous translations for future use. Translate from your PC or online when traveling.

SYSTRAN 7 Key Features

- Supports Microsoft Office, OpenOffice, PDF, RTF, HTML, and XML
- Business and Computer Science dictionaries
- Interactive Translator with smart dictionary lookup and intuitive translation choices
- Quick File Translator for multiple file translation
- Translation Project Manager with revision tools
- Toolbars for Microsoft Outlook, Word, PowerPoint, and Excel
- Customization Wizard adapts translation from your texts
- Enhanced Dictionary Manager includes your terminology and Translation Memories

The new SYSTRAN Toolbar for Outlook is integrated within Microsoft Outlook 2010, 2007 and 2003. Just click and your translation appears under the original message.

SYSTRAN Dictionary Manager supports bilingual dictionaries containing specific terms which are used to adapt translation to your context. IntuitiveCoding™ technology generates the appropriate inflection of words.

Selected by leading Internet portals, global corporations, and the US intelligence community, SYSTRAN is the leading supplier of language translation software.

- Patented translation engine
- More than 50 available language pairs
- Integrated dictionaries with millions of words and expressions
- Terminology from Larousse
- Spelling and grammar checkers
- Automatic detection of acronyms, entities (names, dates, time, etc.), source language, and more
- Translation profile management

**Domain Dictionaries**
- Business
- Computer Science

**Most Popular Language Packs**
- English – European (Dutch, French, German, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish)
- English – World (Chinese, Dutch, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish)

**Additional Language Packs**

**English from/to Language Pairs**
Arabic, Chinese, Dutch, French, German, Greek, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Swedish


**Minimum System Requirements**
- Processor: PC with Intel® Pentium® 1.2 GHz processor, or equivalent AMD® processor, or higher
- Memory: Minimum 1GB RAM (Windows XP), 2 GB RAM (higher Windows versions). Recommended 4 GB RAM
- Disk Space: 300 MB for base software, 100 MB per language pair, 500 MB available free space during installation plus additional space as needed to unzip downloaded product
- Operating System: Microsoft® Windows XP Home, XP Professional, Windows Vista, or Windows 7 (32- or 64-bit OS) or Windows 8 (32- or 64-bit OS)
- Web Browsers: Microsoft® Internet Explorer® 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 or later (free download available at www.microsoft.com) or Mozilla® Firefox© 4 or later (free download available at www.mozilla.com) [32 bits only on 32 or 64-bits Windows]

Note: Performance and speed will be enhanced if your computer’s processor, memory, and available disk space exceed minimum requirements.

---

**Top 10 reasons to buy**

1. **Guaranteed quality translations with the world’s most advanced Machine Translation technology**
2. **Adapt translation to your needs with SYSTRAN Customization Wizard**
3. **Create and reuse “profiles” saving your translation options for customized translation**
4. **Increase contextual translation quality with SYSTAN Business and Computer Science dictionaries**
5. **Manage translation projects efficiently and boost productivity with SYSTRAN Translation Project Manager**
6. **Produce reliable translations with consistent use of Translation Memories and dictionaries using SYSTRAN Dictionary Manager**
7. **Translate most commonly used file formats including Microsoft Office documents (Word, Excel, PowerPoint), OpenOffice documents (ODT, ODS, ODPI), PDF, TXT, HTML, and RTF**
8. **Translate Microsoft Office documents, Outlook emails, and Web pages in IE and Firefox in just a click using SYSTRAN Toolbars**
9. **Translate any text with just a click and access the smart Dictionary Lookup which learns from your choices and saves them for reuse with SYSTRAN Interactive Translator**
10. **Translate online with SYSTRAN 7 Business Translator while connected to the Internet – all you need is a valid SYSTRAN account and a subscription to SYSTRANet online translation services**

---

**For more information visit** [www.systransoft.com](http://www.systransoft.com)